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This guide

has been produced by the Committee of Kendal Civic
Society primarily for use when considering town planning applications. It can also be
used by architects and developers working in Kendal on projects within the town.
The document examines traditional building materials and workmanship; it also
provides a very brief explanation on how architects understand proportion, harmony
and scale within the context of the urban landscape. Whilst the examples chosen are
by no means exhaustive, it is hoped they will serve to assist members of the executive committee in evaluating the merit of planning applications and new interventions within the town of Kendal. A traffic light system has been employed to show
examples of work that is considered to be poor, better or good. It is acknowledged
that this approach can be very subjective, but nonetheless it should help provide
society members with some basic tools with which to assess proposed and built
projects.

“Preserving the Best of the Past
and Promoting the Best of the
New”
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Kendal’s

buildings tell a unique story
of its past. Whist the mediaeval timber framed buildings and thatched roofs
have long since gone, the characteristic stone and
rendered walls of today gives the town its ‘old grey‘
mantle, a cloak it has worn for hundreds of years.
However on closer examination the town-’s stonework is not grey, but a buff colour and the roofscape
comes in a variety of slate colours, rhythms and textures.
Any new development, work to existing buildings or
additions to the public realm need to respect Kendal’s heritage. Understanding the materials used, local vernacular traditions and the skills used to create
Kendal’s unique characteristics must inform any decisions about the quality of any proposed work.
Drawings submitted to the local planning authority
are frequently ‘light’ when it comes to information
on the proposed quality of any building work, particularly when terms used include well-worn phrases
“to match existing” or “slated roofs with grey capping tiles and pointed verges” or “grey roughcast
render”. These phrases are left open to interpretation and often lead to poor workmanship and inappropriate use of materials. Buildings fail because of
poor detailing and a lack of understanding of how
skilled trades people work with local materials.

Kendal Castle

The Box

It is important to challenge vague terms on drawings
and seek clarification on materials proposed and
how exactly they are to be used.

“Kendal’s unique
characteristics must
inform any decisions
about the quality of
any proposed work”

Littleholme

introduction
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.....commodity, firmness
and delight
Those working in the planning department of
the local authority have a difficult balancing
act, with developers, local residents and elected
representatives all battling to achieve their own
objectives. The job of the planners, including
the Conservation Officer, is heavily regulated by
legislation imposed from central government
and they are under pressure to undertake more
and more public consultation. They must also
take heed of demands from other departments
which regulate local infrastructure such as roads,
schools, drainage and so on. The Civic Society
agrees with the Campaign to Protect Rural England
(CPRE) when it states that ‘The current planning
system has become too reactive and reliant on
development control rather than forward planning,
undermining local democracy and handing power
to major developers. The balance of power
should be restored, with local government and
communities having more say in what is built, how
it is designed and where it is located’. We feel that
this is particularly relevant for Kendal. We feel that
the Civic Society can have an important mediating
role. We can be independent because we do not
usually have ‘axes to grind’. With over fifty years of
Society experience in giving opinion on planning
matters we believe we can continue doing this
with confidence, and with a degree of pride!
The Society welcomes debate on the future of
the planning system and endorses the need for
local design guides that assist devevopers in
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gaining a better understanding of Kendal’s unique
characteristics and heritage qualities, informed
largely by its history and social development.
The National Design Guide produced by the Ministry
of Housing, Communities and Local Government
makes clear that “creating high quality buildings
and places is fundamental to what the planning
and development process should achieve” and
sets out some basic principles for establishing
good design criteria at a local level with particular
attention paid to the envrionment, creating a
sense of place within the urban landscape. Often
developers argue that quality is costly and so
mediocity becomes the benchmark for many towns
and cities in the UK. However quality buildings and
public spaces is affordable and simply requires
adherence to good design principles based on
delight, durability and fit for purpose, parameters
established by Vitruvius many centuries ago.
The idea of ‘delight’ or beauty to use a term adopted
in the National Design Guide, is difficult to define
and is the subject of many philosophical volumes
on the subject of art and aesthetics throughout
recorded time. In Kendal‘s built environment
beauty can be found in its finely crafted buildings,
artifacts, yards, public edifices and spaces that
respect traditional workmanship, heritage,
social history and the narrative contained within
the quarried and worked stone that go to make
Kendal uniquely beautiful. Herein lies Kendal’s
beauty and future generations will be judged on
how well Kendal managed its heritage and how it
integrated new interventions and development.

J F Curwen designed ‘arts and crafts’ house, Hill Cote, 1894, Gillingate
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“unusual features
include the Saracan and
the Hogs Brush”
Kendal is still a small market town, much of
its character being reflected in the buildings
in its heart, the conservation area. There is a
mix of successive historical periods from the
mediaeval to the present day which, with
notable exceptions, meld comfortably together.
The predominant building materials used have
been local limestone and slate roofing, giving
rise to the title of ‘Old Grey Town’ which is not
drab but lively to the eye. One of the beauties
of Kendal is its unusual wealth of domestic
and vernacular architecture which add to its
attractive appearance and historic interest.
Irregular frontages, random roof lines, distinctive
chimneys, dormer windows, steeply pitched
roofs, jettied fronts and smaller items such as
wooden sashed and bowed windows all add to the
appeal of the facades. The town also has many
unusual features such as the Saracen in Lowther
Street and the Hogs Brush sign on the High Street,
and these provide further visual interest. The
remaining yards have a quaintness of their own
and are an essential part of the character of the
town. The Castle Dairy, Bellingham House, Black
Hall, Sticklandgate and Prince Charlies’s House
provide a direct link to the historic past and are
of great interest to students and tourists alike.
Although some, especially Victorian and later
periods, are better represented than others,
significant traces of earlier periods have been
retained during the gradual rebuilding process.
One of these early features is the aforementioned
series of long yards running back from the
street frontages.1 Until the seventeenth century
Kendal was a town of timber-framed buildings,

with only a few exceptions.2 Most of the timber
would not have been apparent to the observer
because it was usually coated, as were the
plaster infills, with a uniform limewash, so the
dramatic ‘black and white’ appearance seen in
places such as Chester and Shrewsbury would
not have been evident.3 Likewise there were few
sources of building stone in the vicinity apart
from the carboniferous limestone from Kendal
Fell. Thus it was that this particular limestone,
along with render and limewash derived from
the same source, came to dominate and gave
the town its distinctive grey appearance. There
has been a long tradition of using limewash,
rendering and ‘harling’ to cover the limestone
rubble and timber of which much of the town
was built before the late eighteenth century.
In the early days, because the local limestone
has no natural ‘grain’ and is difficult to split in
predictable directions, it was nearly always
used in the form of rubble, with occasional
dressed blocks as lintels and quoins. Only when
the Websters, the town’s late eighteenth and
early nineteenth century dynasty of architects
and craftsmen, began to adopt methods of
sawing the limestone did dressed ashlar become
available, and its use at that time is clearly visible.
Transport difficulties meant that sources of
Westmorland stone other than limestone were
little used for building.4 The central Lake District
slate that was already being used early in the
eighteenth century was fragile and expensive
to carry any distance.5 Likewise, the widespread
use of brick never took on in Kendal, at least
as an external building material, and where it
has been used it has usually been rendered or
roughcast over the inner and outer surfaces.6

see footnotes p9 & p10
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1 These yards have their origin in the burgage plots;
land holdings which the burgesses owned in the
middle ages and on which they could build, carry out
their trades, stable horses or keep other animals.There
is a prevalent belief that the yards were intended as a
form of defence against Scottish invasion in the midfourteenth century but, as pointed out by Andrew
White in his book ‘A History of Kendal’, (2013) [Carnegie
Publishing Ltd., Lancaster, ISBN 978-1-85936-1504], the yards had hardly taken shape at that time.
Furthermore, comparable layouts can be found in
many other towns throughout England, so the notion
that this was a defensive arrangement is untenable.
Infilling of the yards and the density of building seen
today arose mainly from growth of the town in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Latterly, in
the twentieth century, some of the more central
yards have been converted into retail complexes
such as the Woolpack Yard, Elephant Yard and the
Westmorland Shopping Centre, and others have
been extensively cleared of what had become substandard accommodation. Evidence of their complex
evolution may have disappeared in such cases.

4 Examples can be seen in both the interior and
exterior of the Parish Church. Several different beds of
Kendal Fell limestone have been used, ranging in type
from a featureless grey to the ’shelly’ material that
can be seen in Lowther House at bottom of Lowther
Street and several houses in Highgate. By the end of
the eighteenth century this local limestone was not
only being cut but also smoothed and polished for
decorative work such as fireplaces; some that could
take a high polish was even labelled as ‘marble’.

3 The timber for Kendal’s timber-framed buildings
came mainly from relatively nearby in the woodlands
of the Southern Lake District and Furness. Not
until the late eighteenth century were large
quantities of Baltic fir imported for ship and house
building, and even then, places such as Kendal
that were further from ports where foreign timber
was landed, were at a relative disadvantage.

7 Examples of such potentially discordant buildings
of the twentieth century in the town centre are the
Library and the Post Office. Of more recent origin
is the ‘Box’ (at the rear of Castle Dairy) which is
clad entirely with slate, and although it does not
conform to its surroundings, it is nevertheless in
keeping with the area and is a stunning new building
that was given a design award by the Society.

5 One of the first loads of Burlington slate from Kirkby
Ireleth was brought by ship across Morcambe Bay to
Glasson Dock and thence via the Lancaster canal
to Kendal in 1826. Use of other building materials
had to wait for the development of the railways; for
example, Shap granite was little worked until after
1868 when this method of transport was available.
The same was true for Sandstone which was used in
the early 1900s to build the Carnegie Library and for
the Post Office in the early 1930s on Stricklandgate.

6 The predominant use of red brick at Oxenholme
station was a consequence of the railway company
2 Exceptions include the Parish Church, Castle Dairy introducing building methods and styles it had
and some houses belonging to yeomen and gentry. adopted elsewhere.

footnotes
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8 This has been applied to good effect
with the retail store development on
Beezon Field/Road, and the Gillinggate
Health Centre.
9 The Wakefield Arms where the facade
onto Stricklandgate has been faced
with stone, whilst the less-visible rear is
pebbledashed, is a good example of this.

Abbot Hall Art Gallery (John Carr 1759)
Abott Hall Museum and Parish Church
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“variations which do
occur are constrained
within overall dimensional limits”

should also match that used in the nearby
buildings. In some parts of the town there may
be exceptions to this rule, provided that the
resultant building fits in and does not clash
with the townscape.7 Each building must be
judged on its own merits. This is a policy which
the Society always endeavours to apply, and
The size and design of the buildings has
the variety of styles among the winners of the
always been limited by the available
Society’s design awards is a testament to this.
technology and consequently there is a sense
of scale and proportion, with most buildings
The re-use of the facades of old buildings in
complementing their surroundings. This does
new developments should be encouraged
not mean that all buildings are the same height
where possible, particularly if there is a danger
and size but the variations which do occur
of demolition.8 The use of pebble-dash, wetare constrained within overall dimensional
dash and render should be confined to areas
limits. This variation actually enhances the
where it is already prevalent and it is often
street frontage and roofscape – pleasing to
the best choice in these locations. The use
the eye without causing any one building to
of modern building materials, particularly
dominate the others. As this is an important
on new-builds, can be acceptable and will
feature of Kendal, it is important that any new
sometimes result in interesting and eyebuildings or developments echo this and blend
catching designs, especially in the historically
in with the traditional and existing structures
less important parts of the town and outside the
rather than dominating or ‘shouting’ at them.
conservation area. Concrete can be acceptable
although partial cladding with limestone
will often lift the appearance of a building.9
The use of re-constituted stone or slate should
not be encouraged, and neither should the use
of cheap imported slate from abroad, which
tends to have an unnatural, shiny, blue or
purple appearance. Local green slate is much to
be preferred and lasts longer. Inclusion of well
designed chimneys can sometimes produce
The restricted palette of the building materials
a pleasing effect. When exterior surfaces
used in Kendal over the centuries contributes
are painted the colour(s) should blend with
greatly to its appealing character. Wherever
the surroundings (white or pastel shades are
possible, therefore, it is recommended that new
preferred) and it is important to use limewash
buildings, modifications or extensions reflect
or other ‘breathable’ materials rather than
the local vernacular of the area. For instance,
modern oil-based surface coverings which
where limestone is the prominent feature it
may quickly peel off and become unattractive.
should be used, and the mortaring technique

“it is important to use
limewash or other
‘breathable’ materials
rather than modern
oil-based surface covering”

scale & materials
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the Golden Rectangle
has been explored by Euclid, Pythagoras and more
recently by the mathematician Roger Penrose. It
has inspired designers throughout history in all cultures and been used in contemporary graphics (e.g.
Apple logo), fashion, industrial design (TV screens
16:9) and architecture (Classical and Modern). Le
Corbusier used the proportions in his Modulor Man
and the Villa Stein-de-Monzie at Garches 1926 and
Frank Lloyd Wright used them in designing the Unity
Temple, Illinois.
The Golden Rectangle is in-built into our DNA and
subconscious mind. It informs our general
aesthetic appreciation of buildings and the spaces
between them. When we view a design whose
proportions use the Golden Ratio it arouses a
feeling of ‘rightness’ and wellbeing. It is the measure
we use to judge a building’s quality, often blissfully
unaware of its presence! We carry examples of the
golden rectangle in our wallets and purses in the
form of bank and membership cards and we hear it
when major chords are played in music (Intervals of
1, 3, 5 and 8).
a+b = a = phi = 1.6180339887.....
a b

“typical Kendal townhouse of
the late 18th century showing
the setting out of the Golden
Rectangle proportions”
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glass

during the Georgian period was
limited to the sizes produced by the
cylinder technique (rolled glass was to come much
later) Glass cut in Golden Rectangle dimensions of
between 12-14” in height X 7.5 to 8.5” in width dictated the proportions of the rest of the property
and helped standardise building components. This
meant that Francis Webster*, whose stone masonry business was situated at Helsington Mills in
Kendal, could cut stone blocks to a standard size
thereby reducing waste and simplifying production
techniques.

the Websters
*Francis Webster (1767 – 1827), founder of Websters, father to Francis Webster (1795 – 1882) and
George Webster (1797 – 1864)
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134/6 Highgate (1797 Francis Webster sen.)

traditional stone

Thompson public house on Allhallows Lane where
sawn blocks of pseudo-brecciated Urswick limeused in the walls of Kendal’s buildings is often covered stone has been used. Baycliff Haggs Quarry is curin a roughcast lime based render, but where it is uncovered it is often referred to as random rubble.
Prevalent use is made of drystone walling where the
stone is laid without mortar and using a combination of carefully laid facing stone, often rounded and
smoothed when it is taken from the beds of becks
and rivers or angular and undressed when hard volcanic rock is used. ‘Through-stones’ are used to bind
the two outer skins of the wall together and rubble is
used to fill the core of the wall. The top of the wall is
dressed with flattish stones laid on edge to create a
cam course.
rently worked to provide limestone walling and decorative material for building.
Drystone walling techniques can also be seen in some
of Kendal’s buildings and in these instances mortar Arches in openings are either flat or segmental with
is introduced to create some degree of stability, but keystones. springer stones and voussoirs. Timber or
kept back from the face.
slate used at the heads of window openings can be
seen in some of Kendal’s older buildings and quite
The carboniferous limestone used in Kendal is usually often cills are made of stone or angled slate.
grey or buff coloured. Local greys, blacks and browns
of the Silurian period predominate in Kendal itself, Lime kilns were based at Greenside and Shaw’s Brow
with Dinantian limestone and sandstones to the west and taken over by Pennington at start of 20th Cent.
of Kendal in Scout Scar. It was relatively cheap to ex- employing over 100 people. There were 7 master
cavate from the Kentdale valley floor (fieldstone) and lime workers in Kendal, which reduced to 2 by 1885.
left rough hewn. However the Great Scar limestone Kendal ‘marble’ produced by George Francis Webexists in a wide range of Kendal’s buildings and can ster was produced at the Webster works in Helsingbe seen in churches and other important buildings in ton mills. The polishing of stone began in 1788 “and
Kendal where it is shaped, often seen as coursed ash- is very hard and beautiful being variegated with
lar. Following the advent of the railway, road and ca- petrified shells”. The latest machinery was used to
nal networks in Cumbria stone quarried further afield “create flutings on columns in a beautiful and regstarted to make its appearance in Kendal. Local Great ular style”
Scar limestones are hard fossiliferous and are part of
the Dalton Formation limestone. Occasionally you see
the use of a darker grey limestone from the Urswick
formation (a sub group of the Great Scar formation)
in window lintels and cills. See lintels /cills in The Miles
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“carboniferous limestone
used in Kendal is usually
grey or buff coloured.. local
greys, blacks and browns of
the Silurian period predominate in Kendal itself...”

Hadrian's Wall
Brampton
Siloth

Carlisle

Maryport
Penrith

Cockermouth

Workington

Keswick
Ullswater

Whitehaven

Appleby
ShapG
Scafell Pike

Tebay

Ambleside
EskG

Kirkby Stephen

Windermere

Ravenglass

Consiton

Kendal

Sedbergh

Kirkby Lonsdale
Millom

Ulverston
Grange-over-Sands
Barrow-in-Furness

geological map of Cumbria
Windermere Supergroup (metamorphised
mudstone and silt stone) Silurian Period

Skiddaw Group 
Dark coloured slates used in Rubblestone walls

Carboniferous Limestone (Caldbeck, Shap, Kendal)

Carboniferous sandstone, shale and coal

Eycott and Borrowdale Volcanic Group (Ordovician)

Sources of building stone and areas with the greatest
concentration of quarries (at one time numbering over 500)

Permo-Triassic Sandstones

Triassic Sandstone and Conglomerate interbedded
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traffic light system
In the examples that follow it should be easy to
identify poor, better and good details using the
colours red, amber and green. The various qualities
refer to the workmanship / detailing only.
The mason’s skill in laying stone that is both pleasing to the eye and structurally sound is not easily
achieved as can be seen in the examples. It must
be emphasised that concrete blocklayers are not
stonemasons and often we see the former taking on
the role of the latter with horrendous results.
Squared Rubble Masonry
Coursed Random Rubble poorly executed
Uncoursed Random Rubble poorly done

poor quality
The inappropriate use of cement based mortars
results in unsightly salts and accelerated decay of
carboniferous limestone as seen in this picture of
the Abbott Hall Park arched entrance.
Lime based mortars are the only suitable material
for use with stone and the joints should ideally be
in shadow, and not left proud of the surrounding
stone surface.

“blocklayers are
not stonemasons!”

16 stonemasonry

better quality
Traditional stone cams used to finish off
the top of drystone walls. Alternatively
wall tops can be finished in paving stone or
slate.

good quality
Squared Masonry.
Generally needs to be well balanced with random selection of sizes. No two identical stones
placed next to each other with no vertically lined
joints. Joints to be regular in size.

poor quality
Random rubble masonry pointed in sand &
cement. Too many continuous verticals and
irregular sloping horizontal beds. Random
should mean random!

better quality
Random rubble masonry
Variable sized stones, varied colours and
textures. Not too many continuous vertical
joints, and beds are more or less horizontal!

stonemasonry 17

poor quality
2018 housing project overlooking town centre conservation area shows
poor masonry work. The grey concrete asymmetrical window surrounds and poor jointing is not a
Kendal detail. The dark grey aluminium fenestration with heavily mitered joints is not suited to this
location either.

poor quality
New Housing built in 2018 shows
aluminium frames in stone surround with
poorly detailed cill, reveals and head. Note
gap below cill, which will be difficult to weatherproof.

good quality
Slate cill is a typical Lakeland detail with rendered
reveals.
Slender window sections in either white or dark
stain are more reflective of Kendal’s historic past
and respects the quality found elsewhere in the
town centre.

poor quality
New Housing on the edge of the
Kendal Conservation Area
Asymmetrical aluminium frames in
coloured cement walls with concrete surrounds on the ground floor
and ‘thin’ aluminium cills on the
upper floor.

18 fenestration

very good quality
Westmorland Window used to provide
continuous natural lighting of stair, stone
cills, semicircular structural stone arch
or flat arch detail are typical traditional
details seen throughout Kendal. New developments within the conservation areas
should respect these, without slavishly
copying them.

very good quality
New housing scheme Stramongate, Kendal that
respects local heritage, materials and traditional
detailing . It is also has an exemplary treatment of
the entrance area, that reflects the social historical
nature of the yards and predates Oscar Newman’s
treatise on “defensible space”!.
Stonework is neatly executed with traditional
wooden windows painted white, rendered reveals,
metal railings, stone wall tops that encourages
the use of planters and somewhere to put the milk
bottles!

fenestration 19

poor quality
Poor quality render newly finished has
little texture and a lack of protection in
vulnerable areas. This is inappropriate
when subjected to Kendal’s harsh weather and will weather badly encouraging lichen, moss, mould and pattern staining.
This will require constant painting unlike
traditional harling.

good quality
Wet dash weather coat needs to be
traditional with minimum 6mm sharp
stone content. Generally only two natural
colours possible grey or white! However,
there are options of tinting the mix, but
this is not usual in Kendal.
Note the rough texture when compared
with the near smooth stippled finish
above.
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Wrestler Slate

Skiddaw

Jackdaw Crag Tuff

Coniston Old Man

Wansfell

Stockdale Shale

Usually from the former
Bannerdale Crags quarry

Example above shows polished
slate where earth movement
causes slate beds to slide against
each other

Lingmoor Top Outcrop

Applethwaite Blue Grey

Kirkby Moor

Standard sizes easily made from
finer grained slate

Broughton Moor

Mid green slate used in roofing

Brathay Flag

(Hundred Lanes Quarry)

Broughton Moor Blue

Blue quarry slate has much
coarser grains and often referred
to as ‘strongs’. Used in roofing
across Cumbria

slate examples showing a variety of textures and colour
›

There is a variety of slate sources used on the roof scapes of Kendal. It is important to use local
indigenous slate as slate from faraway places such as Brazil, Spain and China have been used in
the recent past, much of which has failed due to its fragility. Neither can it be laid in diminishing
courses an important local detail.

quarried slate 21

quarried stone

was exported
via Lake Windermere and the River Leven, in particular slates from
the northern end of the lake in quarries at Troutbeck.
The traditional source of Burlington blue-grey slate
comes from the heavily cleaved Hemipelagic silty
mudstones found in Broughton.
Slate in Cumbria comes in a variety of flavours, some
of which is used for roofing, some for walling stone,
dressed window openings and decorative features
within the home. Slate is frequently laid in diminishing courses and great skill is required in ensuring evenly laid slate with regular, aligned perpends
(neither too tight or open), sorted into regular thicknesses to avoid gaps when laid, are holed and nailed
correctly to appropriately sized and gauged battens.
Poor quality imported slate from abroad appears
in Kendal from time to time (Bridge Mills and Asda
roofs for example), some of which has had to be
replaced with better quality at a later date. It should
be noted that whilst there is evidence of non-Cumbrian slate used e.g. high quality Welsh slate from
the Penrhyn quarry, this should not act as a precedent and the preference will always be for good
quality slate both new and second-hand, originally
sourced from within Cumbria.

“slate is frequently
laid in diminishing
courses and great skill
is required in ensuring evenly laid slate
with regular, aligned
perpends”
22 quarried slate

example of traditional ‘crow steps’
and circular stack (pre coal, railways and the Kendal canal)

good quality
The designer of this shop front in
90 Highgate has used the teasel
motif from the Kendal Coat of
Arms to inspire a pleasant ‘arts
and crafts’ window configuration. The frontage is free of garish advertising and signage and
relies on simple applied transfers
to the inside face of the glass.

good quality
The use of relief lettering or symbols/figures in an appropriate colour
against an un-intrusive background
(sometimes the wall itself) is a device
used in conservation areas throughout the UK.

extremely poor quality
In the heart of Kendal’s conservation area opposite the Town
Hall one finds examples of inappropriate signage and colour
choices. The use of a more sophisticated colour scheme and
smaller shop sign with relief lettering would improve the
frontage at no great expense to the owners. The irony is
that you w0uldn’t see this in the heart of Siena, Pisa or Bologna!

shop fronts 23

Sandes Hospital (1659)

The character

of Kendal’s
town centre is not just defined by the choice of materials (stone, wood, slate and render), but also by
a rich profusion of 17-19th cent. town centre properties, many of which have received sympathetic
restoration. These give the town its ‘lingua franca’
in terms of scale, fenestration and proportion and
it is important in any new development to respect
context by not slavishly copying, but by using these
specific reference points creatively and with applied
technical understanding. Successful interventions
will be judged on the degree of their embodied
‘Kendalness’ and the delight they bring to the people who live and work in the town.

Postman

Pat

The Turkish Saracan in the photo can
be seen on Lowther Street above the entrance
to the former premises of Gawith Hoggarth Ltd,
purveyors of snuff.

appears outside the former Beast Banks post office in the hope that
young people will be deterred from texting and encouraged to write letters instead!
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Highgate Hotel 128 Highgate 1769
60 Highgate
George Webster
Westmorland Bank 1835.
Lion 1840 by Mrs Coade.

134 Highgate

character
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New developments

within Kendal, including construction works,
conservation of existing historic buildings and
public realm are regularly reviewed and considered
for a civic society’s design award every year should
there be a sufficient number of schemes eligible.
There are two levels of award: “Design Award“
“Highly Commended”
The criteria for assessing a scheme including the
scoring system is provided in the pages that follow
and each member of the Society’s judging panel is
issued with a spread sheet to fill in their scores “in
camera” and these are passed to another member of
the executive committee to total the scores
Kendal Rugby Club, 2018 Design Award winner,

26 design awards

Westmorland Homecare, 2018
Highly Commended

Tenterfell Housing Refurbishment and New Build Housing Scheme (below), 2018 Highly Commended

design awards 27

context

Relationships to surroundings and
neighbourhood

response to
constraints

Response to site constraints and
opportunities

site layout

Site planning, grouping, landscape
design, planning of roads, servicing
(incl traffic management, deliveries,
parking, ecological aspects etc)

creativeness
Creativity and innovation

28

1=Lack of appropriate scale and contextual awareness
2=Scale appropriate for the site
3=Scale appropriate, contextual awareness and some
quality in
4=In keeping with setting, scale appropriate to the
site, acknowledges existing footpaths, roads
5=All qualities defined (i.e. scale, context,
neigbourliness) of the highest order

1=Ignores site opportunities and constraints
2=Acknowldgement of basic technical difficulties such
as flood relief, site servicing
3=Orientation and gradients handled well
4=Explores opportunities presented by difficult site
conditions and resolves most of them for users of all
abilities (DDA)
5=Takes advanage of all site constraints resulting in
exciting and inspirational design solutions

1=Monolithic and bland treatment of massing and
layouts 2=Some appreciation of grouping building
elements, but landscape/urban context quality poor
3=Average treatment of massing, but landscape/
urban context above average
4=Very good massing, landscaping/ urban context
5=The urban design qualities are exceptional creating
a demonstrable sense of place

1=Negative impact on the general apearance of urban
and/or rural spaces
2=Neutral impact
3=Positive contribution through creative and
imaginative response to difficult site constraints
4=Above average
5=Excellent contribution of international standing

design criteria

sustainability
Environmental impact

finished quality
Finishes, detailing, use of local
materials and workmanship

biodiversity

Use of natural features to create
biodiversity

1=Negative impact on environmental considerations and
inappropriate use of unsustainable construction methods
2=Adequate response to the requirements of Building Regulation
standards
3=Above average response to sustainability needs with some use of
energy conservation measures
4=High standard of sustainable elements and a large range of
innovative ideas in conserving energy and reducing green house
gases
5=Completely innovative and zero carbon footprint evident
throughout the design
1=Poor knowledge of local construction methods materials and
workmanship
2=Rudimentary knowledge of local traditions and material use but
poorly executed
3=Basic knowledge and application of good construction
methodolgy
4=Advanced knowledge of materials, construction methods and
workmanship of a high order
5=Highly innovative use of materials in keeping with the local
traditions, exceptional workmanship and finishes throughout
1=No attempt to acknowledge the need for biodiversity within a
development irrespective of site constraints or any protection of
existing native species.
2=Basic level of features that encourage biodiversity such as tree
planting, but excessive areas of hard surfaces where biodiversity is
discouraged
3=A good planting design and use of natural surface materials in
lieu of ‘concrete and extensive tarmac areas’ . Biodiversity is encouraged
4=The introduction of indigenous plant material that encourages biodiversity and connectivity through green corridors and also
bioswales to deal with flood potential. Some existing features
retained.
5=The positive introduction of features within the project that both
encourages and protects existing biodiversity including measurable
physical elements like swift boxes, connectivity through scheme
using green corridors, use of native plant species, creative systems
for the disposal of water and reducing flood risk e.g ponds that use
native aquatics. Nil use of pesticides as part of a biodiversity site
management plan.
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windows, doors
With regard to replacement windows and
doors, it is recommended, particularly
in the Conservation Area, that they be
of timber, and preferably painted white.
Wherever possible they should also be
of similar style and character to those
of the surrounding properties; this is
especially relevant when the very tall
‘Westmorland style’ windows are involved.
In areas of new, modern buildings where
UPVC is predominantly used a view can be
taken on each individual case. However,
as a general rule, the use of UPVC is to be
discouraged and similar plastic materials
which are less attractive, ecologically
unsound and do not last as long as
good quality, seasoned, painted wood.

building elements
Downpipes, gutters, and rainwater goods
in general should ideally be cast iron
within the conservation area, although
appropraite aluminium profiles might
be acceptable in some circumstances
provided they respect the local venacular.
Copings, exposed lintels ,cills, and reveals
should be constructed in natural materials,
particularly within the conservation areas
or where the development or intervention
is visible from the conservation area.

30 window replacements

Kendal’s townscape
Some examples of Kendal’s heritage are shown in the photographs
below as representative of character

New Shambles

Old Shambles

Commemmorative Garden

Dr Manning’s Yard

Retail development, Riverside

examples

Old Pie Factory

good quality
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Kendal’s new
Some examples of Kendal’s recent developments are shown in the
photographs as examples of good design that respect Kendal’s scale,
materials and urban townscape.

Kendal College

The Box

Gillingate Health Centre

Tenterfell Housing

‘’Skewiff’

‘Somervell Garden, Waterside’

32 examples: good quality

Kendal’s ‘poor design’
Some examples of Kendal’s developments from the 60’s, 80’s and 90’s
are shown as examples of poor design that are out of scale, ugly and
make a negative impact on the town.

Mixed housing development, Kirkland

Multi Storey Car Park, Westmorland
Shopping Centre

Sand Aire House dwarfs the listed
Webster Building in the foreground

The Telephone Exchange Building

Fellside Housing built in the 60s,
designed by Sir Frederick Gibberd

Non-descript office building, Blackhall
Road

examples: poor quality 33

Kendal’s poor design
Some furtherv examples show a lack of sensitivity to scale, harmony
and respect for the town’s rich architectural heritage.

Sandes Court, Sandes Avenue

Blackhall Croft , Blackhall Road

Travel Lodge, Lound Road

Woolpack Yard

Rear of Boyes retail premises
Dowker Lane

Waterside, designed by
Sir Frederick Gibberd in the 1960’s

34 examples: poor quality

“Kendal’s 178 listed buildings
can be found on Historic England’s website”
Contributions and comments were made
by Kendal Civic Society to the Conservation
Area Character Appraisal prepared by
the local authority, which was formally
adopted by South Lakeland District Council
on 5 December 2007 and is a material
consideration in the determination of Full
Planning Permission and Listed Building
Consent applications. This document contains
maps of the principal areas contained within
the conservation area with reference made

The documents can be found on the South
Lakeland Distrcit Council’s own website.
A comprehensive list of Kendal’s 178 listed
structures can be found on the Historic
Engalnd website. https://historicengland.org.
uk
The National Design Guide produced by the
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government (30th January 2021) can be
found at https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/national-design-guide.

to not only Kendal’s listed buildings, but
also unlisted buildings and spaces that add
significant character to the towncentre.

Kendal viewed from Castle Hill
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